Abstract--
I. Introduction
Executive Stock Option(ESO) , the typical model of sharing arrangement of residue Claims for human capital by the administrators, embodies the property right incentive of the human capital of the administrators. ESO, as a financial creative derivative and incentive mechanism, is being successfully practiced and popularized in most American listed companies from early 1920s, some scholars even believes that ESO is one of the secret weapons to make American economy outshine others and grow sustainably （Weinberg，1999）. [1] However, after Entering the 21st of share price（Defusco et al，1990； [2] Bryan et al，2000 [3] ）.
Besides, all the empirical study of the Singapore sample industries also back up this result（Ding & Sun，2001） [4] . Of course, many scholars question the effectiveness of ESO.
Through theoretical model deduction, [5] Katsutoshi Shimizu and Akiyoshi Horiuchi （2003） point out that the very American problem lies in the excessive pay given to the administers, the inconsistency of the effort level of the administrators and the share price and thus conclude the unlikely effectiveness of ESO. [6] Brenner et al（2000） study shows that when the American share price falls, the shareholders always adopt the scheme that actually reduces the unexercising stock option exercise price, whereas the administrators always adopt the coping style of extending exercising time, which enables the administrators to get considerable profit in the future just because of variation of stock price, even they don't work hard in running the business. [7] III. Samples Chosen and Variable Set
A Sample Chosen and Processing
All the data in this essay comes from the value securities report of the industries in the Japanese EDINET. We have 
B. Variable Set
The explained variables select SHP and corporate performance index( Tobin's Q and ROA), the explaining variable selects ESO dummy variable, the control variable selects factors that affects ESO, such as the size of the board, the average age of the board, the proportionate share of the operators, debt to assets ratio, company size and industry and yearly dummy variable. The definition of each variable is as follows(See Table I ): In order to test the incentive effect on introducing ESO, the samples are divided into group 1 and group 2 on the basis of whether introducing ESO or not, parameter test and non-parameter test are taken on share price and corporate performance in group 1and group 2. Table IV shows that share price and performance in group 2 are significantly higher than those in group 1, the difference is 1% level of significance.
The comparison between groups shows that introducing ESO has positive incentive effect. 
